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Early Studies
(I deliberately omit “collective behavior” stage. See introductory texts by Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta for a review.)


The mature period

Edited Volumes and Introductory Texts


Flam, Helena, and Debra King. 2005. Emotions and Social Movements. London ; New York: Routledge. (Some more recent and developed studies than the 2001 volume)

Mobilization, June issue, 2002 (a special issue devoted to emotions)


**Important Monographs**

The three monographs represent three important approaches: Gould (psychoanalytical analysis combined with political sociology), Summers-Effler (interaction ritual chain theory), and Polletta (cultural sociology and narrative analysis).


**Articles and Book Chapters**

(Many chapters in the 2001 volume [Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta] and 2005 volume [Flam and King] are also very important)


